Non-standard is the speech or writing that is not from standard English language.

Informal language is the language that is not appropriate in formal writing and is inappropriate in writing for="patterns & concepts",
in formal language.

cultural speech

New is not rude; New is slang.

Formal language needs correction; it is more acceptable

Slang is informal language that is not acceptable in

Pigeon is a language that develops when people speaking different languages have regular contact and need to communicate with each other.

It is a language used "for trade commerce this kind of language consist of is certain particular grammar."

It usually has a restricted vocabulary, simple,

Grammar is determined by the social group it is spoken.

Pigeon is a language used by a particular group in particular communication (a colleague, reader, etc.).


The different way in using language according to the situation of the situation, location, and topic discussed is known as

Dialects.
John sent the room
3) Direct & Indirect objects:
   Ahmed gave his mother a flower
4) Complex transitive verbs:
   used who to direct object and object
   possessions made him a winner in this too
   They made him president.

Verb Categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Stative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>still/stayed</td>
<td>seldom take ing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stative:
- present stative - think / know / realize
- feel / desire / remember / understand

I feel hungry.

Emotional stative:
- like / enjoy / dislike / hate / love / appreciate / understand
  - I love my parents.

Possessive:
- possess / own / one's / own
  - I have my brother.

Perception:
- see / hear / feel / learn / smile / touch
  - I see what you mean.

Other existing states:
- seem / look / appear / resemble / look like
  - come / way / be / consist of / include

Cost / exist / contain / equal
like article

6. modifies determiners & pronouns

Adverb clauses are clauses which have the function of an adverb

Whenever I see him, I say hello.

Each: clause

when I met him

Words: lexical units, smallest unit of a language that exist alone by itself.

Word (classes): adjectives, determiners, nouns, articles, verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, sound words that function in itself & communicate meaning.

Phrases: group of 2 or more grammatically related words that form a sentence: (composing, composing)

Types of phrase:

1. Noun phrases

2. Adjective phrases

3. Adverb phrases

4. Prepositional phrases

I sit in the class
prepositional complement! They argued about what to do.

Ch 3) Verbs

Verb: action

Verbs are verbs can be infinitive with to or without a gerund or participle (confusing tension) + verb phrases + phrase used + made from more than one verb where: the head word is a verb (have been walking + had gone)

Verbs = tenses = aspects = voice = mood

Aux = main verb = auxiliary = forms = modals = participles = gerunds

Lexical verbs: main verb (is the one with a full meaning of the action implied)

Aux verbs: main verb + helping verb + main verb

Aux verbs are used to aid the lexical or to show tense.

Aux verbs are 2 types!
Certain expressions of quantity are used with countable nouns (one, each, many, 2, 3, a few, a couple of, a lot of, a score, many, a number of, no, some, any, a lot of, lots of, plenty of, most, all).

Uncountable nouns are nouns that are not counted.

There are:
1. Whole groups made of similar items (package, luggage, luggage, clothing, food)
2. Fluids: coffee, milk, oil
3. Solids: ice, bread, gold, sugar
4. Cases: shoe, sample, sandwich
5. Particles: rice, chalk, corn, dust, hair, pepper
6. All abstractions: freedom, sorrow, beauty, --
7. Language: Arabic, Chinese --
8. Hints of study: semantics, philosophy
9. Recreation & activities: playing, basing, painting

The coffee (an)

Impressions of quantity

much, many, a lot of, lots of, many, a lot of, much, a lot of, many.

Analysis:
1. The cat likes the warmth of the chair.
2) Sami ordered a class of soda.
3) Glass is very fragile material.
4) Many can be happiness or...
5) He has good thoughts.

Determiners: words which refine and modify a noun and their limits, its meaning in some way:
- any / the boy
- a, an / the garden
- this / that / these
- my / my bike
- some / many / a good deal of rice

Number:
- first / second / third

- pre-determiners:
  - any, every, each, all
  - a, an, the
  - some, any, much, many

- Articles:
  - a, an, the

- Thought: A mental activity or a feeling, or a mental idea.
- Main
- trace
- shutter
- medical
- healing
- fond of
- fearful
- alone
- younger
- speed
- long arm
- aware of
- afraid
- tragic

*Dynamic & shake out*

- to can be used after a progressive form (e.g., "webering")
- ed in command
- he is being cared for / be careful
- shaking or scaring / was at / being or in
- round
- quiet
- alive
Adverbs: adverbs of time - when, while, for length of time - for a day, for a week, for a month, for a year, for 10 years, for 50 years

Adverbs of place - where - there, here, there, everywhere, anywhere, nowhere

Adverbs of manner - how - quickly, slowly, carefully, carefully, gently, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, eagerly, ever